
more aware of what is happening at the Christianity/sci-

ence interface and present alternative viewpoints. Perhaps

the proponents of ID themselves need to be extra vigilant

in providing a fair summary of different ideas in their

articles.

Given the nature of the problem, none of these poten-

tial solutions is likely to occur to a great extent, nor is it fair

to hold the involved parties responsible to fix the problem

(except, perhaps, the editors). Ultimately, it is incumbent

on those of us who do have exposure to a broad range of

ideas to keep reading, writing, and talking about all the

options. For the time being, this vigorous discussion may

have to occur only in more specialized venues. However,

over time, the best model will slowly emerge, and once

generally accepted by our community, it will come to the

attention of the broader Christian community. �
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M
any religious people think that evolutionary sci-

ence and Christian faith are enemies. In the USA,

they expend energy, time, and good will by

attacking the teaching of evolution in schools. Recent bat-

tles have raged in Louisiana, Kansas, and Ohio.1

The issue simmers in New Zealand, too. The NZ Listener

(in 1995) commented that “God and Darwin are still bat-

tling it out in New Zealand schools” and (in 2000) that

“the teaching of evolution remains under siege from

Creationists.”2

We are Christians who work in the sciences, and regard

this controversy as a tragedy. We are committed both to

the scientific enterprise (including evolutionary science)

and to the Good News that God has revealed himself as

a person, Jesus of Nazareth. The issue is resolvable by

accepting two considerations:

1. We are an evolved species. Unprecedented develop-

ments in genetics show beyond reasonable doubt that

we and other primates are the descendants of common

ancestors. Just as DNA is used in courts to establish pater-

nity, or to identify people involved with crimes, so partic-

ular features of DNA sequences establish evolutionary

relatedness.

2. The science of evolution and the theology of creation

differ in their vocabularies, subject matter, and concerns.

Evolutionary science and the biblical concept of creation

(regardless of whether someone believes in it) should be

seen to address different aspects of human experience.

They are not mutually exclusive.
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Today we are witnessing momentous scientific devel-

opments. An international consortium has determined the

order of (most of) the 3 billion DNA bases (chemical units

of information) that comprise the chimpanzee genome.

Comparison of the base sequences of chimp and human

DNA shows that they are very similar. This indicates that

humans should be classified as a species of ape. Our clos-

est relatives (in order) are chimps, gorillas, and orang-

utans. The differences between chimp and human genetic

sequences reflect natural genetic processes. Bases have

been changed, and segments of DNA rearranged.

Genetic history is inscribed in DNA sequences. Our

DNA sequence includes thousands of derelict genes.

These are either ancient relics of once-active genes, or ran-

domly generated copies of genes.3 It is extraordinary to

view large segments of chimp and human DNA, aligned

side-by-side, and see the same sequence of genes and dere-

lict genes. Both species are products of the one lineage in

which these scrambled genes were generated.4 Fascinating

examples are known. Most mammals make their own

ascorbic acid (vitamin C), but higher primates like us need

ascorbic acid in their diet. This is because a gene required

to make ascorbic acid became inactivated in an ancestor of

the higher primates. Chimps, humans (and other higher

primates) retain in their DNA derelict copies of this gene.5

Most mammals wage war and make love in response to

chemical signals (pheromones) that they detect with the

vomeronasal organ. But Old World primates (including

chimps and humans) lack this structure. The gene for a key

signaling protein is defunct, although still present in our

DNA (and containing the original inactivating mutation).

Pheromone-sensing receptor proteins cannot now signal,

and their genes (about 100 of them) have fallen into disre-

pair.6

We have 1,000 “olfactory receptor” genes that encode

proteins needed for our sense of smell. About 600 of these

can no longer make functional proteins, and many are

defunct also in chimps, gorillas, and orangutans—and

have the same inactivating mutations in each species. Such

mutations occurred in an ancestor of all the species that

currently own (by inheritance) the common mutation.7

Similarly, humans and chimps have 33 genes that make

proteins used to sense bitter taste. Some of these genes are

derelicts (with the same inactivating mutations) in both

humans and chimps, scrambled in a common ancestor.8

What compensates for our loss of pheromone and

olfactory sensitivity? New World primates have 2-color

vision, but Old World primates (including humans) have

3-color vision. This arose when a segment of DNA contain-

ing one of the original visual pigment genes was dupli-

cated. Old World primates inherited the same duplicated

gene from the one ancestor in which the unique copy-and-

paste event happened.9 Copying-and-pasting has repeat-

edly produced new genes. Primate genes that control the

immune system10 and sexual function11 have arisen by

multiple cycles of DNA duplication. Many copied-and-

pasted DNA segments occur on the X- and Y- (sex) chro-

mosomes, and have been inherited by humans, chimps,

and gorillas. Large-scale changes to DNA continue.

Humans differ from chimps by about 200 large duplicated

or deleted segments. Any two humans differ by some ten

large duplications or deletions of up to 400,000 bases.12

We and other primates have emergency patches on our

DNA, marking sites where radiation once caused DNA

breaks. Many patches are common to chimps and humans.

Our DNA has the scars of radiation damage that occurred

in reproductive cells of long-extinct ancestors.13

Chimps and humans are related genetically. This indi-

cates that we are the products of a common lineage.

We marvel in these scientific discoveries, and affirm our

conviction that the discoveries of science reveal the work

of God.

We regret the efforts of religious groups that seek to

debunk evolution. We regret the wastage of resources and

good will arising from ongoing confrontations. We fear

for generations of children whose minds are being turned

against science by anti-”evolution” indoctrination. Does

acceptance of human evolution consign the book of Genesis

to the rubbish bin? We affirm fervently that the Bible is our

authority in all matters of faith and conduct. But we do

urge that it be read responsibly.

The Bible describes how God has revealed himself in

the history of Israel and supremely in a person called

Jesus. It shows us our significance, our responsibilities,

and the possibility of a relationship with the Maker of

heaven and earth. The early chapters of Genesis do not

address scientific questions. They are concerned with

something more fundamental than science. They intro-

duce in richly figurative language the magnificence of

Israel’s God.

The Genesis creation story has a carefully crafted, semi-

poetic structure. It is rich in symbolism and in allusion to

religious concepts current in the ancient world. It sets out

to undermine the assumptions upon which the religions of

Israel’s neighbors were based. Its meaning is strikingly

illuminated by the socio-religious context in which it was

written.14 Israel was surrounded by mighty empires that

worshiped crowds of gods. Israel was almost alone in the

ancient world in its vision of a God who was all-powerful,

rational, consistent, righteous, faithful, and good. The gods

of the ancient empires were nothing like this. As C. S.

Lewis said, “’gods’ is not the plural of ‘God.’”15

Genesis does not set out to present the age of the uni-

verse, the definition of “species,” or the biological origins

of humanity. But Genesis presents a God who makes sci-

ence possible. Science took root in Europe because the
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early scientists recognized the character of God as the

guarantee that nature was lawful, intelligible, and consis-

tent.16 What the Bible says about creation was vital for

the development of science.

Remarkably, people at the extreme poles of the science-

religion debate are united in their insistence that “evolu-

tion” and “creation” are competing concepts. To bedmates

like Richard Dawkins and biblical literalists, you have to

believe one or the other. This “either-or” dichotomy shows

a lack of understanding about what these words mean.

Evolution is a process. The concept of creation (wherever

or not you believe it) refers to an act of an agent, God.17

The concerns of evolutionary science are impersonal

(interactions between organisms and environment). The

concerns of creation are personal (relationships between

God and his creatures, and God’s intentions for his world).

The language of evolution is about genes, duplications,

and base substitutions. The language of creation is about

value, purpose, and destiny.

So we reject the claims of Dawkins and biblical literal-

ists that “evolution” and “creation” are mutually exclusive

terms. “Evolution” describes dynamic change within the

created order. “Evolution” is an aspect of “creation.”18

Christians who oppose evolution regard themselves as

a part of creation. They accept that they came to exist by

the biological processes of conception, birth, and growth,

and that God uses his biological processes to create them.

Could they not accept that God used another of his biolog-

ical processes to create their species? When thinking about

the astonishing processes involved in the development of

the foetus, we can only concur with the author of Ps.

139:13, 14, “You created every part of me … I praise you.”

The same sense of wonder and worship arises from the

astonishing biological processes by which our species

developed.

Given that human DNA is so similar to that of the

chimps, is our status any different from that of other ani-

mals? People at both extremes of the debate argue that

an evolutionary past denies current value to humanity.

Genesis does not give the mechanism by which we got

here. It simply describes our physical substance as “earth”

and ascribes our being to the work of God. It gives our

status as creatures in the “image of God.” “Image” means

that we should reflect what God is and does.19 The concept

refers not to biological properties but to personal response

to God.

The geneticist Ajit Varki has said that genes alone

cannot explain the human brain. The human brain owes

many of its sophisticated abilities to an intimate synergy

between nature (genes) and nurture (environment). The

human mind will ultimately be explained only as “Nature

via Nurture.”20 We are human not only because of our

genes, which provide the necessary biological framework

for our humanity. We are human also because of our

nurture. The Christian believes that vital to this nurture is

the call and care of God, who has shown us his goodness,

justice, and liberating love. �
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